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AEGLE RENEWS ITS COMMITMENT TO 

SAFETY BEST PRACTICES 

 
21 OCTOBER 2020, HONG KONG – Aegle Aviation has once again committed to 

safety best practices through its successful renewal of the IS-BAO Stage Two 

certification.  

Ms. Joyce Kee, AEGLE CEO, thanked the team of auditors and the International 

Business Aviation Council (IBAC), given that this renewal was unlike previous 

audits given the pandemic. “Safety culture is of paramount importance for our 

organization. With the pandemic and restrictions still in place, our team has 

worked relentlessly to ferry our clients and their loved ones home safely, and it 

is attributed to our very experienced colleagues, the team works and the safety 

management system we have in place.” 

The International Standard for Business Aircraft Operations (IS-BAO), developed by 

the International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) and its member associations, is a 

recommended code of best practices designed to help operators worldwide achieve 

high levels of safety and professionalism. 
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Notes to Editors 
 

About AEGLE Aviation 
 
AEGLE Aviation was established in Hong Kong, specializing in business jet operations and charters, 

technical consultancy including aircraft refurbishments, business jets purchase, aircraft delivery 

advisory; aircraft registration and certification, and other related services. AEGLE also has an Aruban 

charter certificate to provide business jet charter services, allowing a safe and private way to travel. 

 

The AEGLE team has an extensive track record in managing business jets for re-known high net worth 

individuals around Asia, and has received many positive word-of-mouth and referrals from 

businessmen, who recommend to their friends about Aegle services. Collectively the Aegle team has 

decades of experience and more importantly hopes to bring about a positive perception change 

about the way business jet should be managed, to make it a positive and hassle-free experience for 

the aircraft owners. 

 

AEGLE (Ancient Greek: Αἴγλη) symbolizes ‘Brightness’ and ‘Splendor’ like a diamond in Greek 

mythology, signifying the ‘6-star diamond’ service promise AEGLE has made to its clients.  

 

The AEGLE Aviation stakeholders believe that there is a growing need for both genuine and bespoke 

service for business jets owners and the AEGLE team is fully committed to this vision. 

 

For further details, please visit https://www.aegleaviation.com/ 
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